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POETRY
Self-knowledge begets nothing;. or, at
best, records the circumstance
before the fumbling doctor and
obtuse po}ice. Here, the horizon,
.
Feeding the starvation curse, lends
its desertion to bitterness,
con.quers the conquerer, impales
the frustrate victor on its
Pointed emptine.ss. Wires whine in
the wind. The mind whirs among
the cabled tensions of the past.
Like a black illusion of a
Holiday, the coal-sand, sinking to,
my step, sifts to a beach where
no one bathes. Now a locomotive,
bearing down, rumbles its ponderous
~
Person past. The engine's steam casts
forth its self-infliCted pain, drives
out the piston hate of it until the
wisps dissolve like anger in the air.
•THE TOMB OF BAUDELAIRE
Out from the town, desolate at dusk,
th~ rail-crossed countryside begins.
A few sullen trees, grey with the
breath of the public dump, stretch
,
Tenuous arms across the pallid sky.
Too brittle for tears, they long
have lost 1eaves' facul!y of eyes
to shed the rain. Yet, there is
A little while, even in this place,
while life remains, to touch the
hands' unspoken generdsity. Desire,
like a face weeping behind its mask,
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Finds recess here. Amqng the mounds of
ash on ash, near the greediness
of flame,'no more than a hand's
breadth parts a man from'man. The
Refuse of the town's deliberate waste
consumes, as death consumes, a
difference. Discarded time-sheets,
totalling a life, boxes, gim-cracks,
Broken bottles, productive life producing
death, now in destruction's light
forgive nothing but machines that
cannot speak; never forgive the man.
Never forget that effort's precedence
was spent negotiating loans, while
time declared a mortgage on delight.
Only the demi-world relates the
Meaning of the underground. Here, security's
restraint burns high, as night descends,
and sulphur glows, and the rats come
out. Below heaped ridges of reject,
The river bends its black reflective stare.
Inside the shacks along its edge,
lovers are mating. Under the iron
bridge, even frustration's agonies
Rejoice, as overhead the flames leap
up, terrible and beautiful, from
refuse spreading a last defense
against the menacing midnight sky.
THE DEPARTURE
As we find places in the crowded
bus, curiosity, like a vine,
clings to my companion's
uniform. The bus debouches
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